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ABSTRACT This paper presents S-Aframe, an agent-based multilayer framework with context-aware
semantic service (CSS) to support the development and deployment of context-aware applications for
vehicular social networks (VSNs) formed by in-vehicle or mobile devices used by drivers, passengers, and
pedestrians. The programming model of the framework incorporates features that support collaborations
between mobile agents to provide communication services on behalf of owner applications, and service
(or resident) agents to provide application services on mobile devices. Using this model, different self-
adaptive applications and services for VSNs can be effectively developed and deployed. Built on top of the
mobile devices’ operating systems, the framework architecture consists of framework service layer, software
agent layer and owner application layer. Integrated with the proposed novel CSS, applications developed
on the framework can autonomously and intelligently self-adapt to rapidly changing network connectivity
and dynamic contexts of VSN users. A practical implementation and experimental evaluations of S-Aframe
are presented to demonstrate its reliability and efficiency in terms of computation and communication
performance on popular mobile devices. In addition, a VSN-based smart ride application is developed to
demonstrate the functionality and practical usefulness of S-Aframe.

INDEX TERMS Vehicular social networks, software agent, context-aware semantic service, application
development.

I. INTRODUCTION
According to an investigation by the U.S. Department of
Transportation, personal vehicles account for 21% of the
global energy consumption, while the average occupancy
rate of personal vehicle trips is 1.6 persons per
vehicle-mile [1]. Given that each personal vehicle can
commonly carry up to 4 persons, it means that 60% of the
carriage capacity is wasted during personal trips. On the other
hand, on-road traffic is reported to be one of themajor sources

of air pollution and thick hazes in many large cities on earth.
In order to improve transportation efficiency and environ-
ment protection, researchers have proposed and developed
rideshare applications [2], [3]. However, most of them lack
real-time social interactions or exchange of context informa-
tion between the drivers and potential passengers. Thus, it is
difficult for each party to analyze which vehicle/passenger
can best match their needs and preferences. Consequently,
there is an emerging need to form recurring virtual mobile
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communication networks and social communities between
these travelers or their vehicles in the form of vehicular
social networks (VSNs) [4], so as to facilitate the effective
and efficient interactions between them. Furthermore,
previous research has shown that knowledge from the social
interactions between nodes can help to improve the perfor-
mance of mobile systems [5]. Therefore, it is anticipated
that beyond the transportation scenarios mentioned above,
VSN applications can be effectively used for many other
purposes. The following three types of applications are
anticipated over VSNs: (a) Safety improvements:
applications that improve the safety of drivers, passengers
and pedestrians by notifying them about hazardous road
situations [6]; (b) Traffic management: applications that
provide users with up-to-date traffic information and recom-
mendations that enable them to make better route decisions
to reduce travel time and expense; (c) Entertainment: appli-
cations that enable the streaming, downloading, or sharing of
multimedia files [7].

VSN systems are built on top of vehicular networks that
provide connectivity between users and devices participating
in the VSN as well as the Internet at-large. While cellular
networks can provide such connectivity, the cost may be too
high and the latency too large. Instead, a vehicular ad-hoc
network (VANET) may be established to connect the users
and devices onboard vehicles that are physically close to each
other, e.g., traveling on the same street or stretch of highway.
This is feasible because contemporary mobile devices such
as smart phones and tablets, which people normally carry
with them onboard vehicles, have the capability to estab-
lish opportunistic ad-hoc networks through WiFi Direct or
Bluetooth connectivity [8]. Thus, in-vehicle and road-side
users who are close-by can use their mobile devices to inex-
pensively establish a VANET without the need for accessing
the cellular infrastructure [9]. A VANET only provides the
underlying networking connectivity between the road users.
A new breed of VSN applications that could leverage or adapt
to the opportunistic nature and characteristics of VANETs is
still needed, as existing popular social network applications
(e.g., Facebook) do not support local ad-hoc social network-
ing but require a persistent Internet connection that may not
be available in VANETs. The objective of this paper is to
present a novel software platform that facilitates the develop-
ment and deployment of VSN applications and services over
VANETs that may for formed opportunistically.

Due to the dynamism of VANETs and the opportunism of
user connections in a VSN, dynamic network connectivity
(e.g., as vehicles move at high speeds, the wireless links
may become unreliable and have short lifetimes) and users’
dynamic contexts of VSN (which may vary with changing
VSN context, such as user location, time periods, identities
of objects, etc.) are unique and important challenges
faced by VSN applications [10]. Middleware is a layer of
software that manages the interactions between
applications and the underlying network by providing various
services to the applications, which can simplify the

application development process. However, existing
middlewares for VANETs depend on specific hardwares
and have only been designed for specific applications [11],
or they strictly constrains the behaviors of applications
in undertaking some simple tasks and are not scalable or
extensible to undertake more complicated tasks [12]. They
also lack the abilities of autonomous self-management and
self-adaptivity to users’ dynamic contexts within VSNs.
Thus, they are inadequate for supporting different VSN appli-
cations that need the capability of self-adaptation upon
VANETs [13].

Consequently, it is of interest to investigate and develop
a software platform that uses the high-level application
programming approach to facilitate the development and
deployment of a diverse range of VSN applications. This
platform should incorporate services that enable applications
to self-adapt to dynamic network connectivity and users’
dynamic contexts within VSNs during runtime. To the best of
our knowledge, such a platform does not exist currently. This
work fills the gaps identified above by presenting an effective
software platform for ubiquitous VSN applications.

The primary contribution of this paper is the proposal,
design and implementation of S-Aframe, which is the first
mobile software platform that supports real-world devel-
opment and deployment of VSN applications on Andriod
devices. S-Aframe hides the complexity of handling changing
network connectivity, and varying basic user services require-
ments of VSNs, by providing a high-level multi-agent pro-
gramming model with extensibility support. Also, S-Aframe
provides a rich set of framework services with a standard
Java application programming interface (API) format. There-
fore, S-Aframe provides a modeling paradigm to facilitate
the development and deployment of different context-aware
mobile applications for VSNs.

Our second contribution is the proposal of a new
solution called context-aware semantic service (CSS) that
integrates software agent and semantic techniques in
S-Aframe to effectively manage and utilize various context
information for different VSN applications. CSS can enable
agent based applications developed on S-Aframe to intel-
ligently determine what and how services and information
should be delivered to users, and autonomously adapt the
behaviors of these services to users’ dynamic contexts during
run-time, e.g., automatically assist drivers to analyze and
accept/reject rideshare requests, as they can hardly usemobile
devices while driving.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related research on VSNs. Section 3 introduces the
programming model and features of S-Aframe. Section 4
presents the design and implementation approaches of
S-Aframe, and discusses how S-Aframe satisfies the key
requirements of VSN applications. Section 5 evaluates
S-Aframe through a set of practical experiments. Section 6
presents smart ride, a practical VSN ridesharing application
developed based on S-Aframe. Section 7 concludes
the paper.
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II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review the related works in the literature,
which inspire the design of S-Aframe with CSS, and discuss
the difference between them and our approach.

RoadSpeak [11] is the first framework proposed for VSNs,
which allows commuters to automatically join voice chat
groups on roadways. Unlike traditional social networks,
RoadSpeak considers, in addition to the interests of users,
the time intervals and locations in its definition of the
VSN profile when user groups are formed. RoadSpeak par-
tially supports extensibility. It provides a number of JavaAPIs
to application developers, based on which developers can
extend RoadSpeak clients to provide enhanced functionality.
Nevertheless, RoadSpeak relies on client-server interactions.
In a VANET environment, it is difficult to provide a sta-
ble server among the vehicles all the time. In addition,
RoadSpeak only provides a voice chat service. Its extension
support is merely for the grouping of membership in this
service, and not for application developers to extend it to
provide other services and functions for VSNs. Thus, it can
hardly fulfill the diverse and ubiquitous service requirements
of different users in a VSN.

Recently, several semantic based service systems over
dynamic networks have been proposed [14], [15]. Fujii et al.
proposed a semantic-based context-aware dynamic service
composition framework (SCDSCF) [14] using the semantics
of components and user contexts over the World Wide Web.
SCDSCF consists of a strict abstract model for modeling
semantics, a supporting middleware, and a service compo-
sition mechanism. However, it models the elements in each
component, including the semantics, contexts as well as the
user, in a strict manner, which results in significant efforts for
programmers to follow for further application development.
It also causes much redundancy in information representa-
tions that may affect its efficiency. The framework may offer
a generic approach for theWeb, but is not necessarily suitable
in the context of VANETs. MobiSN [15] is a framework
proposed for social network constructionwithmobile phones,
which incorporates a semantic-based matching method that
works with user profiles. The framework only addresses a
specific application domain, i.e., social grouping, and does
not provide a generic approach for a range of applica-
tions. MobiSN also lacks support for interoperability among
distributed elements and does not consider adaptation of
applications to changing contexts in dynamic environments;
thus it could hardly be used for VSN applications.

AmbientTalk [16] is an experimental programming
language for developing mobile peer-to-peer applications.
A feature of its programming paradigm is that it accounts for
the possibility of network failures in its programming model.
In addition, it employs a purely event-driven concurrency
framework based on actors. In AmbientTalk, actor execu-
tions can be concurrent with asynchronous actor method
invocations; thus AmbientTalk is very suitable for highly
dynamic networks. However, AmbientTalk is a completely
new language, which means that programmers have to spend

considerable time to become familiar with it before using
it to develop applications for VSN systems. Furthermore,
AmbientTalk does not provide any key services to handle the
unique challenges of VSN applications, thus handicapping
the application development of VSNs. In the implemen-
tation of S-Aframe, we encapsulate AmbientTalk as new
Java libraries by making use of its symbiotic programming
mechanism, and integrate new generic services into its multi-
layer framework with an agent-based programming model.
Consequently, S-Aframe extends AmbientTalk by retaining
its advantages, while further providing a modeling paradigm
with CSS to facilitate the development and deployment of
context-aware mobile applications for VSNs using Java.

III. MODEL
The programming model of S-Aframe is shown in Figure 1.
It is designed to facilitate the development and deployment
of context-aware VSN applications on mobile devices
over VANETs. A software agent can be seen as a composition
of software and data, which is able to function autonomously.
Mobile agents are software agents that act on behalf of their
creators and can function without a continuous active con-
nection; e.g., after they have migrated to a node, even if
the connection is broken, they can autonomously proceed to
process the data, and return the results and/or migrate to the
next node when the connection resumes. Thus, mobile agents
are well-suited for executing applications in the dynamic
network environment of VANETs. Moreover, mobile agents
can be adopted to realize savings in terms of network traffic
load by transmitting the agent code instead of raw data over
VANETs. Consequently, an agent based programming model
is adopted in S-Aframe as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Programming model of S-Aframe.

A. SCALABILITY
Conventional agent systems are usually designed for specific
applications. In systems such as Agilla [12], mobile agents
contain all the relevant codes when they want to accomplish
certain tasks, although some of the codes may never be used,
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resulting in wasted network resources. On the other hand, this
approach requires developers to develop a completely new
mobile agent whenever a new application of VSN is to be
implemented; this is so even when the new application shares
common features with existing applications and use similar
application services. Consequently, developers have to spend
a significant amount of time developing different applications
for VSNs, resulting in a low efficiency in application devel-
opment. Thus, in S-Aframe, we adopt a novel type of agents -
resident agents as service agents to provide a reusable set of
application services to mobile agents. Also, using resident
agents to provide application services to mobile agents via
agent communications not only enables more flexible opera-
tions of the mobile agents, but also provides scalable options
to different mobile devices (e.g., on-demand deployment of
resident agents and services) as the hardware constraints of
them are heterogeneous. Note that the former agent-based
solutions in mobile computing [17] usually provide services
to mobile agents through a hostingmiddleware/general agent.

In S-Aframe, based on the programming model, an appli-
cation developer could develop resident agents, mobile
agents, and applications. Resident agents provide application
services on mobile devices of VSN systems. Such application
services provide local resources for the application to visiting
mobile agents. To program resident agents, the programmer
can invoke, configure and extend a common set of application
services provided by S-Aframe. Mobile agents are created by
applications and they can automaticallymigrate aroundVSNs
with their states and execution results. They can dynami-
cally use different application services provided by resident
agents on local nodes to accomplish specific application
tasks. An application, as the owner of a mobile agent, can
send the mobile agent to execute application services in an
underlying VANET and retrieve it back to the mobile node
running the application.

B. ADAPTATION TO DYNAMIC NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
Since the network connectivity of the underlying VANET is
dynamic and frequently changes, each mobile node can join
or leave the network anytime and anywhere, whichmay cause
VSN application failures. For example, without knowing the
failures of targeting nodes when mobile agents execute tasks
around VANETs, they may get lost in such networks and
fail to bring the expected results back to the users, while
the lack of sufficient services and resource in a new mobile
node joining a VSN may also impact the correctness of the
execution results of mobile agents for VSN applications.
Thus, S-Aframe provides self-healing and self-configuring
capabilities [18] over dynamic network connections as key
framework services to VSN applications. In S-Aframe, for
VSN applications to self-heal, it enables the resident agents
deployed on every mobile node to continue monitoring the
status of a VANET (e.g., which nodes have just become
unavailable in a VSN), and provide the information to the
mobile agents to help them to adapt to node or link failures.
Also, for self-configuration, S-Aframe provides a service that

can dynamically and automatically deploy the core functions
and services to a new mobile node when it joins a VSN upon
VANETs, and if a mobile device does not have the necessary
resources or services, mobile agents can also automatically
transfer the necessary resources or services between mobile
nodes.

C. ADAPTATION TO USERS’ DYNAMIC CONTEXTS
In a VSN system, because of the opportunism of user
connections, the changing contexts of the users may also
result in users’ dynamic contexts. However, traditionally, the
descriptive information of the service requester is compared
to that of the service provider, and their similarity is measured
using traditional service matching by simple string-matching
(e.g., location based [12], identities based [19]) methods.
Such an approach cannot work well as it is not realistic to
require service requesters and service providers to use exactly
the same contexts (e.g., words about their destinations in
a rideshare application) in open and dynamically changing
environments of VSNs. Therefore, semantic techniques and
context information models are incorporated in CSS as a key
framework service of S-Aframe, to enable VSN applications
to dynamically and intelligently adapt to different practical
VSN scenarios, e.g., matching users’ requirements and acces-
sible services, automatically finding services and information
to meet users’ requirements, recommending nearby
VSN users with similar destinations/preferences, and so
on. More specifically, in order to adapt to users’ dynamic
contexts of VSNs, CSS can enable the resident agents of
VSN applications to monitor any change in user contexts
while the mobile agents are executing the requested service.
Upon detecting any changes, CSS can intelligently compose
a new service instance that better suits the user’s new contexts
and provide it to the mobile agents through the resident
agents. In order to adapt to different users, in addition to learn-
ing users’ preferences in different contexts from historical
information, S-Aframe also allows users to explicitly specify
rules for services they prefer in a specific context.

D. IMPACT AND COST
Considering the limited resource of mobile devices
(i.e., computing power, storage capacity, and battery energy),
unstable networking connections of VANETs, and time effi-
ciency requirements of most VSN application scenarios, the
impacts and costs of mobile VSN applications on mobile
devices are always a concern. Thus, we adopt weak adapta-
tion [12] as the primary option in S-Aframe, so as to decrease
the resource requirements on mobile devices and ensure that
VSN applications developed on S-Aframe have considerable
time efficiency in finishing tasks. Also, in order to reduce
networking overhead of VSN systems, S-Aframe divides
data into two types: shared and non-shared. The shared data
contain only the basic context information (e.g., ID name and
available services) of the local device, which will be shared
with the VSN system by the resident agents. On the other
hand, non-shared data contain the agent codes, application
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specific services, existing data in local mobile devices, and
execution results of mobile agents, etc. In addition, when
developers develop mobile agents, they can decide whether
the mobile agents should store the processing results locally
in the mobile devices, and what data mobile agents should
carry over to the next devices to which they migrate.

E. SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Security and privacy are common concerns for mobile
applications over VSNs. Firstly, a malicious user can
masquerade as a legitimate user by intercepting and replay-
ing his/her identity to other mobile devices in VSNs. The
dynamic security framework proposed in [20] addresses this
problem by minimizing the impacts of malicious behaviors
in VSNs. Using this framework, a model was designed to
derive the probabilities of admitting and trusting a mali-
cious node in VSNs. Furthermore, trust is another impor-
tant aspect for VSN applications, since it enables entities to
cope with uncertainty and uncontrollability caused by the
free will of others in VSNs. The vehicular network trust
model proposed in [21] integrates cryptography-based entity
trust, which provides security protections on data origin and
integrity, and social trust, which provides a level of belief
in the transmitted data. A trust architecture that also models
situation-aware trust to address several important privacy
issues in VSNs is presented in [22]. In addition, authenti-
cation and access control are vital for security and privacy
of VSN applications given the open environment and the
possible presence of threats where adversaries can monitor
and expose sensitive data of other participants. There are
several existing solutions for addressing these issues. For
instance, a combined authentication-based multilevel access
control to preserve privacy in collaborative environments is
proposed in [23], while a lightweight mutual authentication
mechanism for network mobility is presented in [24]. In [25],
several complementary security mechanisms of public key
infrastructure (PKI) for VANETs are presented. Even though
the current version of S-Aframe does not incorporate the
security mechanisms mentioned above, these mechanisms
can be integrated into S-Aframe as a framework service to
achieve different levels of security.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF S-AFRAME
As proposed in Section 3, S-Aframe is designed to
provide a systematic approach to facilitate the development
and deployment of context-aware VSN applications, partic-
ularly applications that self-adapt to dynamically changing
VANET environments and users’ dynamic contexts in VSNs.
Thus, in this section, we present the key design and corre-
sponding implementation strategies of S-Aframe, and discuss
how they meet the requirements of VSN applications.

A. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE OF S-AFRAME
We adopt a hierarchical architecture for S-Aframe, so as
to provide a light-weight but scalable framework and facil-
itate agent collaborations and resource reuse for multiple

VSN applications on mobile devices. As shown in Figure 2,
the architecture of S-Afame has four layers from the bottom
up: the framework services layer, resident agent layer, mobile
agent layer, and owner application layer.

FIGURE 2. Architecture of S-Aframe.

1) ARCHITECTURE LAYERS
a: FRAMEWORK SERVICE LAYER
This layer initializes the run-time environments of S-Aframe,
extracts the context information from the VSN, and provides
the core functions and generic services as framework services
to the upper layer. The framework services are only accessed
by the resident agent layer but not by other layers. In order to
meet the unique requirements of VSN applications beyond
basic services like time service and ID name service, this
layer consists of two core functions as shown in Figure 2:
network management services, and CSS. They enable appli-
cations of VSNs to become context-aware in adapting to
dynamic network status and dynamic users’ contexts in VSNs
simultaneously. More details about these two functions will
be presented in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.

b: RESIDENT AGENT LAYER
The resident agents provide all application services of
S-Aframe on each node to visiting mobile agents. Resident
agents can be deployed automatically on-demand to any
mobile node that participates in the same VSN. Once resident
agents are deployed to a mobile node, they will remain in
it to provide various application services simultaneously as
long as the node is a part of the VSN. Mobile agents can
directly use all the services that the resident agents provide.
Application services provided by the resident agent layer can
be built on the services provided by the framework service
layer. Framework services only implement basic and generic
functions and services that are required by most VSNs appli-
cations. Application developers of S-Aframe can develop
new application services and deploy them in the resident
agent layer. Thus, the services provided by this layer contain
two parts: (i) framework services provided by the framework
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service layer and (ii) application specific services
developed by application developers. Framework services
could be reused by every VSN application, while application
specific services could be reused by a specific type of
VSN application on the mobile devices during run-time.

c: MOBILE AGENT LAYER
The mobile agents run on top of resident agents and are
used to execute different application services provided by
resident agents. They do not contain any application services
in their codes. All the services a mobile agent needs come
from the resident agents, such as the services for specific
applications, migration service, etc. A mobile agent only
contains basic information, such as its migration mode, pro-
cessing scheme for executing results, as well as computation
and communication results. Also, mobile agents are used for
transferring necessary resources or application services to
somemobile devices when they do not contain such resources
or services. Moreover, the data of task execution result
gathered from amobile agent could be shared amongmultiple
VSN applications in one device.

d: OWNER APPLICATION LAYER
The applications are owners of mobile agents. An applica-
tion provides the user interface to its users who use mobile
devices in their vehicles. Through the user interface, the
user can select the developed functions he/she prefers, and
the owner application of S-Aframe could automatically ini-
tiate a mobile agent to execute the services of S-Aframe to
accomplish the corresponding function in the VSN system, or
release multiple mobile agents to accomplish different tasks
simultaneously. S-Aframe supports multiple mobile agents
with multiple owner applications working at the same time.
In addition, the owner applications can monitor the status of
mobile agents they release with the help of resident agents
distributed on each node.

2) ARCHITECTURE IMPLEMENTATION
The overall implementation flow of S-Aframe is shown
in Figure 3. The technical details of S-Aframe, the list
of Java APIs, as well as the source codes of a prototype
are available in [26]. The current version of S-Aframe has
been implemented based on the Android system. The exe-
cution environment and framework services of S-Aframe are
developed by implementing a new layer - mobile S-Aframe
AmbientTalk library, on top of the AmbientTalk mobile
libraries and class libraries of Android. In this layer, we
encapsulate the AmbientTalk virtual machine, and its related
basic networking APIs as a new library of Android. On top
of this layer, we developed the S-Aframe Java class library,
and designed a mechanism which can invoke the method
evalAndPrint(String script, PrintStream output) in the
original class library of AmbientTalk to exactly map the class
attributes between these two layers. Based on the APIs that
we implemented, we developed the framework services of
S-Aframe, such as the network management services

FIGURE 3. Implementation flow of S-Aframe.

and CSS. Thus, the agent-based applications of S-Aframe
developed in Java on Android could automatically invoke the
APIs in the mobile S-Aframe AmbientTalk library layer.

Then, there are two main implementation tasks of the
resident agent layer: (i) configure the framework services
as operations and provide them to the upper layers
(mobile agent and owner application layers); (ii) configure
the application specific services implemented by application
developers using Java, and provide these services to the upper
layers as well. The mobile agents and owner applications can
then access the Java APIs of S-Aframe through accessing
the services provided by the resident agent layer. Finally,
based on the above, S-Aframe provides the programming
model of resident agent, mobile agent and owner application
to application developers, who can use Java to program them
according to the specification of the programming model and
Java APIs.

B. DYNAMIC NETWORK ENVIRONMENT
As mentioned above, we implemented the mobile S-Aframe
AmbientTalk library as extended class libraries of Java, which
can leverage the advantages of AmbientTalk in our frame-
work, e.g., functions for transparent multi-hop routing in the
network layer. Thus, in S-Aframe, we consider two situations
when mobile agents are executing the applications while the
network environment of VSN changes:

First Situation: Mobile nodes become disconnected when
mobile agents are executing applications in a VSN system.

Second Situation: New mobile nodes join a VSN system
when mobile agents are executing applications.

In S-Aframe, we develop a novel network status service in
its framework service layer, which makes use of the network
APIs provided by AmbientTalk, where every node can listen
and determine how many nodes are currently available in
the VANET. In addition, we adopt a scheme that enables
resident agents to share all the IDs of currently connected
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nodes, as well as available service lists of mobile devices.
By using this service, the framework service layer can inform
the upper layer about the real-time networking status of
the VSN, such as the current list of node IDs and avail-
able services. At the same time, considering the diverse
VSN scenarios and specific performance concerns of differ-
ent VSN applications, S-Aframe does not put any constraint
on the application behaviors like specific migration schemes
of mobile agents. Instead, to ease the developers’ efforts,
S-Aframe provides three generic migration strategies for
application developers to develop mobile agents: i) migrating
among all available mobile nodes; ii) migrating among a sub-
set of mobile nodes; or iii) only migrating to one mobile node
(a special case is that the mobile agent does not migrate to any
device but executes the application tasks on the local device).
Thus, application developers can flexibly select a migration
mode, define a migration list and identify primary service
requirements (e.g., a specific group of potential drivers who
meet the basis requirements in a rideshare application) when
they are developing mobile agents to accomplish VSN appli-
cations. Moreover, developers can design an algorithm for
the migration sequences of mobile agents according to their
specific situations.

For the first situation, there are twomain issues: (a) discon-
nection of the target mobile nodes to which mobile agents are
migrating; and (b) disconnection of the mobile nodes that are
currently hosting some visiting mobile agents. In S-Aframe,
a mobile agent can obtain the latest ID name list of currently
connected nodes from the resident agent when it migrates
to a new node. The mobile agent can also store the list of
nodes that it has visited before. Thus, the mobile agent can
compare its migration list with the latest ID names list and
history list every time it migrates to a new node, in order to
automatically decide the next appropriate migrating target.
In addition, because the migration time of a mobile agent
from one node to another is relatively short (normally less
than 3s), the probability that the next visiting target node will
become disconnected during a mobile agent’s migration is
correspondingly low.

Moreover, if a node currently visited by a mobile
agent becomes disconnected, it can automatically continue
executing the task once the host node is reconnected since
in S-Aframe, a mobile agent can store its task history and
execution results. Also, the mobile agent’s owner application
will wait for some predefined amount of time, after which a
new mobile agent will be released to continue execution of
the application. Consequently, when nodes become discon-
nected, mobile agents in a VSN system can self-adapt as they
are executing their applications upon VANETs. Also, unlike
former solutions for agent-based applications on mobile
networks, which specified the behaviors of mobile
agents [27], or completely ignored the agent migration
patterns [12], S-Aframe not only can handle nodes fail-
ures in VANETs for different VSN applications, but also
enable developers to flexibly develop different customized
VSN applications.

On the other hand, network connectivity will change and
new service requirements will arise when new nodes join
and leave the VSN system. As mentioned above, mobile
agents can obtain the latest network connectivity status
through resident agents when they migrate to a new node
and automatically decide the destinations. Therefore, it will
not impact mobile agents’ migration when new nodes join
and leave the VSN system and when network connectivity
changes. The main issue for the second situation is the new
service requirements. We assume that all nodes have the
initial executing environment of S-Aframe when they join
the VSN system. Also, we design a new deployment service
in S-Aframe, whereby when a new node joins the VSN sys-
tem, it will automatically broadcast a request to other nodes.
Once an existing mobile node of the system receives the
message, it can automatically deploy the framework service
and resident agent to the new node. Based on the framework
service, the new node can obtain the up-to-date status of the
VSN system, such as the latest ID name list of the users
and latest list of available services as previously mentioned.
Therefore, when a mobile agent migrates to a new mobile
node that has just joined the VSN system and does not contain
the necessary services or resources for the mobile agent’s
task, the mobile agent can automatically transfer the services
and resources from other nodes to it through the local resident
agent, and thus help resident agents to extend application
services. Meanwhile, a user of the new node can release a
mobile agent to collect the necessary services and resources
that it requires. Thus, different from existing mobile agent
platforms such as JADE [28] and SPRINGS [18], which adopt
a centralized component to track and update the services
whenever mobile agents migrate to new nodes, the S-Aframe
approach does not even need to be aware of every single
agent involved in the VANETs, because in S-Aframe mobile
agents can collaborate with resident agents in every node to
self-update the services during their migrations.

C. CONTEXT-AWARE SEMANTIC SERVICE
As shown in Figure 2, the design of CSS mainly consists
of two parts: semantic-based models, and semantic-based
matching algorithm.

1) SEMANTIC-BASED MODELS
In CSS, we mainly consider three types of semantic-
based models for VSN applications developed on S-Aframe:
(i) application specific service; (ii) context information; and
(iii) user-specified information.

a: APPLICATION SPECIFIC SERVICE OF
S-AFRAME AND ITS SEMANTICS
An application specific service of S-Aframe is defined
as a process unit encapsulating certain business logic and
functions, which elucidates what this service does, how it
achieves what it does, and how it can be invoked. The tra-
ditional service in a service-oriented architecture consists of
several information sections: description information, inter-
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FIGURE 4. Semantic-based model of application specific service of S-Aframe. (a) Application specific service.
(b) Modeling semantics of an application specific service.

face information and implementation information. The
description information section includes the name, service
function, category, and properties of the service. The interface
information section specifies a service function via inputs
and outputs, and the implementation information contains
technical specifications that realize the service function. Each
input or output is modeled as a pair of name and data type.
For example, a findPath service with an input parameter
‘‘to’’ with data type ‘‘String’’ is represented as ‘‘to:String’’.
Although the name of the input parameter may imply that it
is a destination address, such semantic information cannot be
understood automatically by computers or software agents.
In S-Aframe, we follow such a standard service model and
adopt these key categories to define all types of information
available in the application specific services of S-Aframe, so
as to standardize its service interactions. However, we also
explicitly incorporate a semantic information section to pave
the way for semantics understanding and semantic-based
service matching in VSNs. An application specific service of
S-Aframe is illustrated in Figure 4(a).

The semantic information section adopts an
ontology-based conceptual graph to model semantic infor-
mation of an application specific service with labeled links.
An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization that
describes the concepts and relationships existing in a domain.
A labeled link connects an item in a service and a concept
in the ontology with labels equivalentTo or isA to model
that the item is equivalent to the concept or is an instance
of the concept, respectively. Semantics of service functions,
service properties, name, inputs, and other information can be
annotated in this way. The modeling of service semantics is
illustrated in Figure 4(b). For instance, modeling the seman-
tics of the findPath service mentioned previously includes
specifying the input ‘‘to’’ as equivalentTo the concept
Destination. Another example, 535 Robson Street isA Address,
means that the item ‘‘535 Robson Street’’ is an instance of the
conceptAddress. Note that in S-Aframe, elements in a service
may be associated with different ontologies and on the other
hand, different application specific services may share the
same (i.e., common) ontology.

b: CONTEXT INFORMATION AND THEIR SEMANTICS
There exist various kinds of context information originat-
ing from multiple information sources at each node on the
VSNs, such as social contacts, user history, vehicular onboard
diagnostic (OBD) data and so on. It is hard to enumerate
all the context information completely, but it is feasible to
classify the core context into several main categories based on
the key elements in a VSN: vehicle (Cv), environment (Ce),
people (Cp), mobile device (Cm) and network (Cn). Thus, the
core context information C can be defined as a set C = {Cv,
Ce, Cp, Cm, Cn}, which can be constructed in the shape of
an information tree, as shown in Figure 5(a). Different from
the notion of context in [29], which refers to the different
meanings of a word in different situations, the context infor-
mation herein is regarded as a node profile, such as a user
profile of a mobile device in VSNs. Its semantics are also
modeled with one ormore ontology-based conceptual graphs.
Figure 5(b) shows an example of context information in two
different nodes linked to a common ontology, from which we
can infer that vehicle1 is also a car based on the subclass
relationship between sedan and car. Application developers
can also follow these specifications to define various new
application specific services and contexts on top of S-Aframe.

c: MODELING DOMAIN LOGICS AND USER-SPECIFIED
PREFERENCES IN LOGIC RULES
Given access to context information, CSS models user
preferences using logic rules on how to interpret existing con-
text. A user-specified preference in CSS is modeled as a set of
conditions and consequences, which specifies that when the
conditions are met (e.g., facts like ‘‘there is a traffic jam on
the street ahead’’), its consequences should be taken into con-
sideration (e.g., ‘‘do not drive on the street’’). Each condition
and consequence is modeled as a box consisting of a predicate
(e.g., hasTrafficJam) and one or more variables (e.g., X ).
Each rule has a link labeled implies between the grouped
conditions and the consequence; e.g., the rule ‘‘if street(X)
and hasTrafficJam(X), then notDriveOn(X)’’. Such rules are
used by CSSwith a rule-based inference engine to support the
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FIGURE 5. Semantic-based model of context information. (a) Context information model. (b) Context information with
semantics.

customization of services to individual user profiles and even
infer new contexts. CSS also allows application developers
or domain experts to represent domain logics in logic rules.
For instance, in a carpooling service, the logic ‘‘if the number
of available seats in a car is greater than or equal to one,
then the car is available for carpooling’’ can be expressed
by the rule ‘‘if isCar(X), hasVacancy(X,Y), greaterthan(Y,0),
then avaibleCarpooling(X)’’

2) SEMANTIC-BASED MATCHING ALGORITHM
Semantic-based matching of CSS is realized through
determination of the extent of mutual satisfactionwith respect
to the interpreted user request and major functional infor-
mation of the service, i.e., service name, service functions,
service inputs and outputs, and service properties. Semantic
matching between a user request r and a service si is calcu-
lated as the weighted average similarity:

Css (r, si)

=
simCss(r, si)

Wn +Wf + N1 ∗W i + N2 ∗Wo + N3 ∗Wp
(1)

simCss (r, si)

= Sim
(
r, siname

)
Wn + Sim

(
r, sifunction

)
Wf

+

∑N1

j=1
Sim

(
r, siinput,j

)
Wi

+

∑N2

k=1
Sim

(
r, sioutput,k

)
Wo

+

∑N3

l=1
Sim

(
r, siproperty,l

)
Wp (2)

N1 = min(Nrinput ,Nsiinput ) (3)

N2 = min(Nroutput ,Nsioutput ) (4)

N3 = min(Nrproperty ,Nsiproperty ) (5)

where Sim (r, si) is the semantic similarity between r and
si,wn,wf ,wi,wo, and wp are the weights for the name, func-
tion, input, output, and property, respectively. Nsiinput,Nsioutput,
andNsiproperty are the number of inputs, outputs, and properties
in service si, respectively, and Nrinput,Nroutput,Nrpropertyare the

numbers of inputs, outputs, and properties in r , respectively.
In general, we expect that the service name and the service
function match well with the user request before we check
whether the inputs, outputs and properties match. Thus, two
more constraints may be associated with equation (1):

Sim
(
r, siname

)
> λ and Sim

(
r, sifunction

)
> λ, λ ∈ [0, 1].

Given the context model with semantics in CSS, it is
easy to find the corresponding concepts for the two items
in the common conceptual graph. For example, for a context
model that specifies ‘‘santana isA Car’’, we find the corre-
sponding concept ‘‘Car’’ for the term ‘‘santana’’. Similarly,
we find the corresponding concept for the semantic label
‘‘equivalentTo’’. Therefore, computing the semantic similar-
ity between an item in the user and an item in the service
can be projected to computing semantic similarity of two
concepts.

In a conceptual graph of the common ontology, three
aspects impact the semantic similarity of two concepts (ele-
ments of the graph): the distance or length of the path between
the two elements, the depths of the two elements and the depth
of their most specific common parent in the common ontol-
ogy, and whether the direction of the path between the two
elements is changed. The semantic similarity is calculated as:

Sim (I1, I2)

= 2C(k+p+d)depthcommon_ancestor/(depthI1 + depthI2 )

(6)

where common_ancestor is the most specific common parent
item; depth represents the depth of an item in the ontology;
k defines the length difference of the two paths between
the most specific common parent item and the two items;
p defines the path length between two items; d defines the
changes of the directions over the path; and c is a constant
between 0 and 1.
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a: SEMANTIC MATCHING MECHANISM IN S-AFRAME
In S-Aframe, the resident agent encapsulates the CSS service
and provides it to mobile agents and owner applications in
the upper layers. New application specific services developed
by application developers can be built on top of policies
specified by the CSS and communicate with it through the
resident agent. When a new mobile device joins the VSN as
a new node, it accepts its user’s service requirements through
the user interface of the owner application, and releases a
new mobile agent carrying the user requirements and con-
text information. The new mobile agent then navigates the
network, calls the CSS through the resident agent on the
mobile node it visits, and carries execution results back to
its owner. The semantic matching mechanism of CSS in
S-Aframe is shown in Figure 6, which consists of the
semantic interpretation procedure, semantic matching pro-
cedure, context monitoring procedure, context interpretation
procedure, and rule inference engine.

FIGURE 6. CSS mechanism.

Upon receiving a user requirement from the resident
agent, the semantic interpretation procedure interprets the
user requirement into a semantic conceptual graph if it is a
service request, or interprets it into one or more logic rules
if it is a user-specified preference. The context monitoring
procedure monitors the changes of context in a given VSN
through the resident agent and invokes the context inter-
pretation engine to interpret the context information into
a semantic conceptual graph upon detecting changes. The
rule inference engine is invoked by the context interpreta-
tion procedure and the semantic interpretation procedure,
takes the detected context information, user-specified rules,
a list of available application services and application rules
associated with the services available, and performs rule
inference. Only services that match all the logic rules can
pass the rule inference engine and become available service
candidates for the semantic matching procedure. The seman-
tic matching procedure takes the semantic conceptual graph

representing a service request, the semantic conceptual graph
representing existing context information, and a list of avail-
able application services as well as their associated ontolo-
gies, and performs the semantic matching function. The
semantic matching procedure then returns one or more appli-
cation services, each of which is associated with a matching
degree in line with the predefined threshold, representing
the similarity between the service and the user request. The
result is handed to the resident agent, and the mobile agent
in turn carries the results back to its owner. CSS in the owner
node further chooses the service with the highest similarity
matching degree and may automatically execute the service
to fulfill the user request.

Compared to other existing service systems over dynamic
networks [12], [14], [15], the proposed CSS has the fol-
lowing advantages. First, in terms of the range of context
information, CSS proposes a comprehensive context model
covering the major parties in a VSN. Second, compared
to the semantic representation model in [14], CSS adopts
a much more straight-forward formula, i.e., labeled links,
to establish relationships between services and their seman-
tics, as well as between a context and its semantics, which
is more lightweight and scalable for resource-constrained
mobile devices. The framework in [15] also applies an
ontology-basedmatchingmechanism; however, the similarity
measurement may return results contrary to common sense
or remain unsolvable in some cases. For example, based
on their measurement, the similarity between two concepts
Ca and Cb is 0 if they are both direct subclasses of the
root concept. Furthermore, to improve interoperability and
self-adaptiveness, CSS models not only the semantics of
application specific services and context information with
labeled links and ontologies, but also the semantics of appli-
cation domain logics and user-specified preferences informa-
tion with logic rules. Compared to the framework in [15],
CSS also allows application developers and end users to
further specify rules on how to interpret context information
and model application domain logics. Finally, CSS utilizes a
semantic matching mechanism on top of ontology reasoning
and rule inference to match user requests and services with
respect to specific context information so as to improve its
adaptability over mobile dynamic networks.

3) IMPLEMENTATION OF CSS IN S-AFRAME
The current version of CSS in S-Aframe is implemented
in Java and built upon several existing technologies
including Jena2 [30] and Drools [31]. The Ontology Base
consists of ontology-based conceptual graphs that can be
easily described in various formats, such as RDF [32] or
OWL [33]. Although S-Aframe assumes that domain experts
or application developers design and provide such ontolo-
gies, they can turn to numerous existing ontologies, such as
WordNet [34]. Our current implementation of semantic and
context interpretation procedure employs RDF for ontol-
ogy representation and Jena2 is integrated for parsing RDF.
Since CSS is a framework service and does not interact with
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application specific services directly, the context monitoring
procedure relies on resident agents of VSN applications to
monitor the change of context information.

FIGURE 7. Flow chart of the CSS.

Figure 7 shows the flow chart of the semantic matching
function in the semantic matching procedure. It is an iterative
procedure based on similarity computation as it should go
through each item in two sets formed by a service request and
application service. The output is a list of services available in
the local VSNwith corresponding similarity degrees. In addi-
tion, in calculating similarity, inference procedures such as
retrieving the most specific parent of two items (shown in
Algorithm 1), an item’s depth in the ontology, the path length
between two items, the number of direction changes, and
concept projection are implemented. In addition, logic rules
in CSS are based on Horn Logic [35] for the inference
reasoning. There exist several rule engines for rule infer-
ence such as Drools and ALCAS [36]. We integrate Drools,
an Object-Oriented Rule Engine for Java in our current
implementation.

V. EVALUATIONS OF S-AFRAME
In this section, we evaluate S-Aframe in four aspects that
are of particular concerns for VSN users in the real-world:
(i) reliability of the developed agent-based mobile appli-
cations under dynamically changing network connectiv-
ity; (ii) time efficiency of tasks completed by mobile
agents across multiple mobile devices in ad-hoc mode;
(iii) communication and computation overhead, and memory
requirements of S-Aframe on mobile devices; and
(iv) effectiveness of semantic-based matching of CSS.

In order for S-Aframe to be evaluated under
representative VSN scenarios, the experimental setting is as

Algorithm 1 Finding the Most Specific Parent
public long FindLeastCommonAncestor(HierarchicalWord
Data[] words, out int distance, out int lcaDepth, out int
depth1, out int depth2)
{
long LCA = -1;
lcaDepth = -1;
depth1 = -1;
depth2 = -1;
distance = int.MaxValue;
int i=-1;
while (++i < 1 && LCA == -1)
{

IDictionaryEnumerator trackEnum = words[1 - i].
Distance.GetEnumerator();

if (trackEnum == null) return -1;
while (trackEnum.MoveNext())
{
int commonAncestor = (int)trackEnum.Key;
if (words[i].Distance.ContainsKey(commonAncestor))
{
int dis_1 = words[i].GetDistance (commonAncestor);
int dis_2= words[1 - i].GetDistance(commonAncestor);
int len = dis_1 + dis_2 - 1;

if (distance > len)
{
int lcaDepth_1 = words[i].GetDepth(commonAncestor);
int lcaDepth_2=words[1 - i].GetDepth(commonAncestor);
//lcaDepth = lcaDepth_1 + lcaDepth_2;
lcaDepth = lcaDepth_1;
depth1 = dis_1 + lcaDepth_1 - 1;
depth2 = dis_2 + lcaDepth_2 - 1;
distance = len;
LCA = commonAncestor;

. . .
return LCA;
}

follows: five users are employed, each carrying an Android
device equipped with 802.11n WiFi module. The devices
include three Android phones and two Android tablets, all
of which are running Android version 4.0 or above and
S-Aframe (source code available at [26]). These are common
mobile devices that commuters may carry. We use one of the
Android devices to act as a WiFi hotspot to which others
are connected. As shown in Figure 8, each user carries a
mobile device denoted as node Mx (where x is the index
of each user) and moves in an area of about 150×200 m2.
The inter-node distance ranges from 90m to 250m with
an average of approximately 150m. These distances are
much longer than the recommended safe distance between
vehicles in dense traffic [37], butmay be realistic under sparse
traffic. There are nine predefined positions, and each user
may run S-Aframe’s application to initiate mobile agents
to accomplish the application tasks from others wirelessly
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FIGURE 8. The map area of the experiment.

when he/she moves from one position to another at normal
walking speed. This allows the evaluation of S-Aframe to
account for the possible impacts of noise, bad channels,
and link failures in real-world environments. Also, we use
software configuration methods to let the mobile devices
being disconnected/reconnected frequently, so as to simulate
the high dynamic feature of VANETs (e.g., vehicles move
at high speeds that results in the wireless links of mobile
devise on-board vehicles become unreliable and have short
lifetimes).

A. RELIABILITY
As discussed in Section 1, the dynamic network connectivity
is an inherent challenge for VSN applications. The success
rate of task executions in the VSN applications under such
dynamism is a suitable measure of reliability.

Due to the experimental constraints, e.g., it is difficult to
test the reliability of S-Aframe in multiple vehicles under
the same condition, we evaluate the tasks execution suc-
cess rate of S-Aframe under simulated conditions of mobile
devices being disconnected. In a real vehicular scenario, the
speed difference between two vehicles travelling in the same
direction normally will not exceed 60km/h (16.67m/s), and
the sum of the speed of two vehicles in opposite direc-
tions normally will not exceed 180km/h (50m/s). Given that

the current popular mobile devices equipped with 802.11n
WiFi module normally have an ideal WiFi communication
range up to 500 meters at a data rate of 15.5 Mbps or higher
when there is no obstacle [38], the duration of connectiv-
ity between two mobile devices in two different encoun-
tering vehicles will be in the range of 10s (500/50) to 30s
(500/16.67) or even longer if the vehicles are traveling in the
same direction with no excessive speed differential. There-
fore, in this experiment, we configure the simulated con-
ditions of mobile devices being disconnected in constant
time intervals (T) of 30s, 20s, and 10s, or in exponentially
distributed time with rate parameter E = 1/30s, 1/20s, and
1/10s correspondingly. We use two test cases to evaluate this.
In the first case, all users initiate a mobile agent from their
mobile devices simultaneously to finish the same task (collect
the IP addresses of the other four mobile devices). In the
second case, all users initiate two mobile agents (one for each
task) from their mobile devices simultaneously to finish two
different tasks (one is to collect the IP addresses and another
is to collect the meta-data of a specific photo from the other
four mobile devices). Each case is repeated four times, from
which the overall average results are calculated. In addition,
during the experiments, we observed that beyond the effect of
disconnections by software configuration mentioned above,
mobile agents failed to finish their tasks on some occasions
due to noise or bad channel conditions, and we also took these
cases into account in the results presented.

The results of the first case are shown in Figure 9.We found
that S-Aframe achieves similar success rates under a fixed
or random time between disconnections. With disconnec-
tion in constant time, the success rates are comparable for
the cases of T = 30s and T = 20s. In addition, when
T = 10s, the success rates degrade faster than those under
the two lower disconnection frequencies. With exponentially
distributed times between disconnections, the success rates
are similar when E= 1/30s and E= 1/20s, and degrade faster
when E = 1/10s. As discussed above, since in real vehicular
scenarios, the durations of connectivity between two mobile
devices in two encountering vehicles are normally more than
10s, the probability that they get disconnected within 10s is

FIGURE 9. Tasks execution success rate-first case. (a) Constant time. (b) Exponentially distributed time.
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FIGURE 10. Tasks execution success rate-second case. (a) Constant time. (b) Exponentially distributed time.

TABLE 1. Summary of the test scenarios.

relatively low. Therefore, the applications of S-Aframe can
exhibit a high reliability in their task execution in vehicular
environments under the considered rates of disconnection
frequencies.

The results of the second case are shown in Figure 10.
Compared to the first case, under the same disconnection fre-
quencies, the success rates of the second case have degraded a
little. It is mainly because in the current version of S-Aframe,
its communication is based on AmbientTalk, which is still an
experimental language, and its use of multi-cast heartbeats
(e.g., UDP packets) to detect disconnected peers may not be
very reliable. Thus, the success rates of the S-Aframe tasks
may degrade when the communication environments become
more complicated. However, the worst success rate in the
second case is still more than 50% in the atypical condition
when T = 10s or E = 1/10s.

B. TASK EXECUTION LATENCY
Similar to the experimental setting in Section 5.1, we use
four test cases to evaluate the execution time efficiency of
S-Aframe under the condition of one or multiple owner appli-
cations with one or multiple mobile agents in each Android
device, which does not go offline in this set of experiments.
In the first case, one owner application releases one or two
mobile agents to finish the related tasks by using two different
types of services: a) original framework services incorporated
in S-Aframe; or b) application specific services extended
by developers. In the second case, two owner applications

release two mobile agents to finish the same tasks by using
the same services simultaneously. In the third case, one owner
application releases a mobile agent to finish a task by using
an application specific service, and another owner application
releases a mobile agent to finish a task by using only the
framework service. In the fourth case, two owner applications
each releases two different mobile agents to finish two differ-
ent tasks at the same time.

A summary of all test scenarios in this experiment is shown
in Table 1. Although S-Aframe supports one mobile agent
invokingmultiple application services of S-Aframe to accom-
plish a task, in this experiment, we choose to evaluate under
the condition that one owner application in each Android
device launches one or two mobile agents, with each agent
corresponding to a specific task and finishing the task by
invoking one service, so as to better demonstrate the impact of
the number of mobile agents and type of application service
on the task execution latency of S-Aframe. Moreover, when
each owner application has two mobile agents working inde-
pendently at the same time, we only provide the total time for
all mobile agents to finish their tasks in all target nodes, as the
task completion times of individual mobile agents are quite
close. In addition, we can monitor the status of mobile agents
through the user interface of S-Aframe as shown in Figure 11.
The results in Figures 12-15 are shown with their 92.5%
confidence intervals calculated over the successful rounds
(the error margins are difficult to see because they are so
small, which are only about ±250.69ms for all cases).
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FIGURE 11. Status monitoring of mobile agent.

FIGURE 12. Time efficiency of one owner application with one or
multiple mobile agents (FS refers to framework service, ASS
refers to application specific service, and Mul refers to
multiple services).

FIGURE 13. Time efficiency (same applications) of multiple
owner application.

FIGURE 14. Time efficiency (different applications) of multiple
owner applications.

From Figure 12, it can be observed that the task execution
time latency using the framework service and application

FIGURE 15. Time efficiency of multiple owners with multiple
mobile agents.

specific service are comparable. The reason is that after the
application specific service is extended by the application
developer, it becomes a component of the resident agent
layer, and thus mobile agents can directly invoke this service.
Meanwhile, as the situations in all mobile nodes are similar,
the execution time increases linearly with the number of
target nodes. In addition, we find that the execution time of
one owner application with two tasks working independently
at the same time is similar to that of two tasks working
independently at different times. This is because even when
two different tasks are working simultaneously, they are in
different threads, and thus they do not affect the efficiency of
each other.

From the results shown in Figure 13 we find that if two
owner applications release multiple mobile agents to execute
the same task independently at the same time, the task execu-
tion time latency is less than the case when there is only one
owner application, in particular when the number of targets
increases. Through monitoring the status of mobile agents
(as shown in Figure 11), we find that the execution time con-
tains two main parts: migration time (about 2.74s from one
mobile device to another) of mobile agents; and processing
time (about 4s) for a mobile agent to finish its task in a new
mobile device, which consists of initialization time (<1s),
and the time for processing the task in parallel with fetching
the latest information about the network status for migration
(about 3s). In the case ofmultiple owner applicationswith one
or multiple mobile agents, when an earlier agent finishes the
task and shares the results with mobile agents that arrive later,
time is saved from having to duplicate the tasks. Moreover,
fromFigure 14, we find that the situation discussed abovewill
not happen if two owner applications release different mobile
agents to finish different tasks simultaneously. Therefore, in
this case, their execution time latency is found to be similar
to that in the case of only one owner application, since they
cannot reduce the processing time of tasks. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 15, withmultiple owner applications
having multiple mobile agents working in multiple related
tasks simultaneously, the time efficiency of a single task is
usually improved. This implies that the task execution latency
of S-Aframe should not increase even if the communication
environment becomes more complicated. In our practical
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experiment, the inter-node distance is about 150m, and the
time for a mobile agent to migrate from one node to another
is found to be about 2.74s, or at a speed of 197km/h, which is
fast enough to support tasks in many VSN application scenar-
ios, including emergency tasks in traffic accident scenarios.

In addition, as with Agilla [12], we adopted the
micro-benchmarks and Java virtual machine (JVM) to per-
form on a network with 25 nodes, to test the migration of
S-Aframe under simulations. We observe that the average
one-hop latency, averaged over 100 simulations, is about
146ms, which is lower than that of Agilla (about 210ms)
under the same setting. Even though S-Afame and Agilla
are implemented on different platforms, a key reason for the
better latency performance of S-Aframe is that it uses resident
agents to communicate with mobile agents, unlike Agilla
which relies on remote shared memory (tuple space) access.
This can simplify the operation of the mobile agent on each
node and hence decrease the time latency.

C. OVERHEAD
As the communication overhead of each Android device
is similar under the same condition, we compute only the
average communication overhead (by invoking the network
APIs provided by Android) under the condition that each
Android device initiates one mobile agent, while other condi-
tions are the same as the experimental setting in Section 5.2.
As shown in Figure 16, the communication overhead con-
sists of two parts: foreground and background, where the
latter is mainly due to the resident agent and related net-
working services of S-Aframe and the former is due to the
mobile agent when it is visiting different devices in the
underlying VANET. As discussed in Section 5.1, the resi-
dent agents need to transmit multicast heartbeats at regular
intervals to detect any disconnection from peer nodes, thus
giving rise to uniform background traffic. This is supported
by our observation that the background overhead increases
linearly with the number of online nodes, each transmitting
20KB every 5 minutes. Also, since the uniform background
traffic is due to the design of S-Aframe and independent of
the application, nomatter which kind of VSN applications are
developed on S-Aframe, the background traffic characteris-
tics should remain similar. On the other hand, the foreground

FIGURE 16. Communication overhead of S-Aframe.

overhead depends on the migration rate (or number of nodes
visited per unit time) of a mobile agent. Also, we can foresee
that in real-world scenarios of VSNs, since the execution
times of mobile agents depend on different purposes of spe-
cific applications, which usually follow the exponential dis-
tribution, the migration rates of mobile agents also follow the
same distribution accordingly. Thus, the foreground traffic of
S-Afame can be modeled by a Poisson process.
Approximately 12KB is incurred for everymove between two
nodes for one mobile agent.

Also, since the framework services of S-Aframe are
implemented using AmbientTalk, we can observe and com-
pare between the communication overheads of AmbientTalk
and S-Aframe in the same experimental setting. We find
that the background overhead of AmbientTalk is comparable
to that of S-Aframe, since both need to transmit multicast
heartbeats. On the other hand, their foreground overheads
are different as they depend on the implementation methods
of VSN applications. For example, since a mobile agent is
composed by mobile code, and mobile agents are developed
using the Java language in S-Aframe and the AmbientTalk
language in AmbientTalk, mobile agents have different code
sizes for the two approaches. We observe that using the
same migration strategy under the same task, the foreground
overhead of S-Aframe is similar to or even lower than that of
AmbientTalk. This is because the Android platform natively
integrates various Java services and APIs, which may sim-
plify the implementation of mobile agents in S-Aframe by
using Java, and hence decrease the code sizes of mobile
agents and the related foreground overheads. In addition, as
the communication overheads were measured from actual
wireless transmissions, the overhead results include the over-
head due to transmission failures and retransmissions.

Moreover, we monitored the battery consumption and
memory requirement of an Android device (Google Nexus 10
with 9000mAh battery, 2GB memory capacity) running
S-Aframe in two scenarios: one in which the Android device
with S-Aframe provides application services to visiting
mobile agents but do not release any mobile agent; another in
which the Android device with S-Aframe constantly releases
mobile agents to execute the application tasks. Each of
the two test scenarios lasted 30 minutes, and was repeated
10 times. It was found that the average battery consumption
and memory requirements due to running S-Aframe were
relatively low, consuming only 2% of the battery capacity
and 17.2MB of memory in the first scenario, and 2.6% of
battery capacity and 19.6MBmemory in the second scenario.
Also, we compare the battery consumption and memory
requirements between S-Aframe and AmbientTalk in the
first scenario. We observe that the battery consumption
due to running AmbienTalk is comparable to that with
S-Aframe (∼2%), while its memory requirement is 15.6MB
or ∼10% lower than S-Aframe. This is mainly because
S-Aframe needs to run more basic services and multiple
resident agents while AmbientTalk does not. However, con-
sidering that most mobile devices have 1GB or more memory
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and are recharged daily by their users at home, workplace, or
in vehicle, the battery consumption and memory requirement
should not limit the adoption of S-Aframe in most VSN
application scenarios.

Furthermore, as the set of performance results from the
experiments presented in this section was limited to five
users in a specific environment, these results by no means
provide a thorough validation of S-Aframe under all possi-
ble conditions, and therefore performance comparisons with
other situations should be made with caution. For example,
increasing the number and density of users, obstacles and
weather conditions in other VSN scenarios may also sig-
nificantly impact the reliability and task execution latency
of S-Aframe. The main intention here is to investigate the
feasibility of S-Aframe under simple but common scenarios,
from which better designs can be realized and applied to
different VSNs scenarios for real-world deployment in the
future. For instance, we found that from the background
traffic studies, while increasing the frequency of multi-
cast heartbeats to detect disconnected peers may increase
the task reliability of S-Aframe, it may also significantly
increase the cost (i.e., network overhead and tasks execu-
tion latency) of VSN applications. Thus, we could investi-
gate a scheme to estimate the disconnection frequency of
VANETs, and consider it jointly with the specific application
requirements (i.e., high requirements for reliability or not)
for dynamic switching of the frequency of multicast heart-
beats in mobile devices during run-time, so as to achieve an
appropriate trade-off between the task reliability of S-Aframe
and the cost of VSN applications in different VSN scenarios.
On the other hand, the foreground traffic characteristics of
S-Aframe may depend on the type of deployed applications.
For applications involving real-time mobile group commu-
nications, the foreground traffic generated may exhibit char-
acteristics similar to mobile instant messaging (MIM) [39]
that follows an exponential distributions as suggested by
3GPP [40]. However, a more recent study involving an anal-
ysis of MIM traffic from 7 million users in a large-scale
cellular network suggests that a lognormal distribution may
be a better fit for the inter-arrival time distribution of MIM
user messages [41]. Thus, further investigation of S-Aframe
can be done on the impact of alternative traffic models for the
foreground traffic, such as the Joint ON/OFFmodel proposed
in [41]. In addition, in this paper, the underlying network con-
nectivity of S-Aframe is based on pure VANETs, which are
highly dynamic networks that may not be always available. If
network connectivity is required but a VANET is unavailable,
one may need to switch to a cellular network or a nearbyWiFi
access point as a fallback. In this case, a vertical handover
scheme could be designed in the future, to enable S-Aframe
to dynamically switch between VANETs and cellular/WiFi
networks.

D. EFFECTIVENESS OF CSS
Due to the experimental constraints, it is difficult to find a
large number of users and devices for a real-world evaluation

FIGURE 17. Effectiveness of the semantic-based matching.

of the semantic matching performance of CSS. Thus, we
instead evaluate the results of simulating VSNs containing
different numbers of nodes ranging from 50 to 1000, dis-
tributed randomly over an area of 150×200m2, in which each
node moves at a predetermined speed and can automatically
broadcast a request to other nodes in the network. The faster
the nodes move, the more dynamic the network is. Each
node in the network provides a list of application services
(e.g., returning the information of its vehicle), and has its
own context information such as its vehicle information and
current position that is updated from time to time. All vehicle
information in the context for each node is automatically
generated by exemplifying from the Onto_Vehicle ontology.
Each node will execute the semantic-based similarity mea-
sure matching through CSS, independently from other nodes,
when it receives the request broadcasted by the source node.
A mobile agent is then released by the source node to access
the network. Once the mobile agent reaches a node in the
network, it collects the query results.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the semantic-based similar-
ity measure, we compare two different matching approaches
in the process of finding nodes with similar vehicles: our
semantic-based similarity measure matching and keyword
matching. In the latter approach, when amobile agent reaches
a node, it recalls the service on the node to return the vehicle
information in its context, compares the information with
the exact word(s) in the service request that it carries, and
determines whether the two have common words or are even
identical. It does not take into account the specific meaning
of the request and the information from the node. In our
semantic-based similarity measure matching approach, the
semantic meaning of the vehicle information is acquired by
projecting the information onto the ontology, and the similar-
ity between vehicle information of two nodes is returned by
recalling the CSS service. We set 0.95 as the value of param-
eter c in Equation (6) and chose two similarity thresholds:
0.75 and 0.5, for the evaluation.

As shown in Figure 17, the results confirm that our
approach with a Semantic-High threshold (=0.75) returns
more matched results than keyword-based approach as
adopted by schemes such as Agilla [12]. Also, the semantic-
based matching algorithm in our CSS takes into account
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the meaning of the request and measures the similarity on
the semantic level. As a consequence, even if the service
requested is quite different from that provided on the syntax
level, they may still be closely related semantically. This
important feature can be applied to realize intelligent service
discovery in various VSN applications. Figure 17 also shows
that there are more results with the Semantic-Low thresh-
old (=0.5), compared to the higher threshold. That is, with
other settings being the same, the lower the threshold is, the
more results CSS returns. When the priority in some appli-
cation scenarios of VSNs is to find a match but the current
threshold returns none, such a feature would be important as
it guides us to lower the criteria to get more returned results.

VI. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
We present smart ride, a novel application based on
S-Aframe to meet the requirements for rideshare as dis-
cussed at the beginning of this paper. For this application, we
first developed a resident agent to provide all the necessary
application services at a node to a visiting mobile agent.
The resident agent invokes the CSS, which semantically
matches the requirements carried by a mobile agent released
from a service requestor with the locally available services.
If suitable services are found, the mobile agent can return
the correct context information and execution results to its
owner. Also, beyond generic services provides by S-Aframe,
some services like position and map services were developed
and deployed as application specific services. Second, we
developed the mobile agent and its owner application for
this application. The task of the mobile agent is to automati-
cally collect the context information according to the require-
ments of the users in the underlying VANET by sequentially

visiting each one of them. The application creates and sends
mobile agents to execute the task in the underlying VANET
while provides an interface to the user.

The user interfaces of smart ride are shown in
Figure 18. For demonstration, two drivers (driving 2005
Toyota Sienna vehicles) and two potential passengers, each
carrying a Google Nexus 4 in which the smart ride application
is installed, were deployed to form a VSN. In addition,
we observed that the average time to form a VSN among
these four nodes was about 8s through a WiFi hotspot.
One of the potential passengers named Shirley used her
Nexus 4 to register with the VSN system and searched for
the best-matching driver for ridesharing. Once registered as
shown in Figure 18(a), Shirley input her requirements for
ridesharing via the user interface. This resulted in S-Aframe
automatically releasing a specific mobile agent to execute
this service in the VSN. As mentioned earlier, upon visited
by a mobile agent, the resident agent can provide it with the
necessary application services and CSS. Thus, the mobile
agent automatically and intelligently migrated between these
phones, executed its task to discover the appropriate drivers,
and returned the results to Shirley. The average time that
Shirley obtains the results is about 18s. In this demonstration,
the two drivers were driving at a speed of about 30km/h,
and the network was relatively stable. Thus the mobile agent
could finish the task with a high success rate (it only failed
once in ten repetitions), and the time latency of the task was
mainly due to mobile agent’s migration and running CSS but
not network status update. The migration totally took 12s and
running CSS required about 5.1s (1.7s on each node which
consists of 1s initial time and 0.7s process time). Furthermore,
we found that semantic matching used about 53% of the

FIGURE 18. Screen-shots of the smart ride user interface.
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time (0.37s) running semantic matching CSS in each node,
and the remaining time on semantic interpretation, context
interpretation, and rule inference. Since the time spent on
semantic matching includes several parts such as retrieving
the most specific parent of two concepts, and a concept’s
depth in the ontology, thus the time varies with the size of
ontology used for computing semantic similarity of a pair of
service items. The current experimental results suggest that,
in user applications, small ontologies are preferred to huge
ontologies.

Finally, Figure 18(b) shows the results displayed on
Shirley’s phone, which reports that two drivers (Victor and
Terry) are found to match the requirements of her request.
Figure 18(c) shows the result displayed on Victor’s Nexus 4.
It may automatically accept Shirley’s request since it has
a high degree of matching. Figure 18(c) also shows the
option for ridesharing drivers to similarly post information
about their trips and rideshare requirements. In addition, the
ridesharing driver could select the ‘‘Auto’’ mode, which will
automatically post his rideshare information in a specific
location/time when he is driving. We further illustrate the
matching procedure between a service requester (Shirley)
and a service provider (Victor). First, several logic rules are
defined for the application, including the two rules given
in Section 4.3.

There are several ontologies necessary for this example,
including the domain ontology for service function, which
provides different descriptions of the service function in
the domain of rideshare and their relationships. Then CSS
executes semantic matching and infers that the similarity
between Robson Street and Robson Street is 1 and the
similarity between Sedan and PassengerVehicle is 3/64.
Furthermore, the distance matching degree between a service
requestor and a service provider is a decreasing function of
the distance between them, for example, f (x) =cos(x.π /2D),
where D is a preset parameter defining the maximum distance
that the service provider can be considered as a candidate.
Table 2 summarizes the similarity score for each matching
item and the overall result at Time 1, which shows a 0.81 sim-
ilarity matching between Shirley’s requirements and Victor’s
context information, a 0.65 between Shirley and Terry and
thus the service provided by Victor is returned. If keyword-
based method is used in this example, Victor cannot
provide rideshare service to Shirley as Victor’s service
descriptions (e.g., destination) do not match Shirley’s require-
ments. Our solution suggests two potential service providers,
Victor and Terry and thus achieves a higher recall rate. More-
over, because the participants in the example are moving all
the time, at Time 2, the mobile agent detects that Terry is
a better choice than Victor. The semantic based method in
MobiSN [15] does not consider any restriction specified by
the context information andmay return a driver whose vehicle
has already reached its full capacity as the service provider.
Comparatively, our solution offers a higher accuracy as it
further filters service providers through inferences with logic
rules.

TABLE 2. Semantic matching results.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented S-Aframe, an agent based
multi-layer framework with CSS that is able to utilize context
information and provide a high level software platform for
VSN applications. S-Aframe hides the complexity of dealing
with changing network connectivity and varying user services
requirements in VSNs, by providing a programming model
with extensibility support. S-Aframe also provides a rich
set of framework services to support application develop-
ment using Java with the standard API format. Therefore,
S-Aframe provides a modeling paradigm which can facilitate
the creation and deployment of different VSNs applications.
Furthermore, S-Aframe supports dynamic agent collabora-
tions and servicematching during run-time ofmobile devices.
Thus, more autonomous, intelligent and adaptive applications
can be developed for the dynamically changing environments
of VSNs.

To the best of our knowledge, S-Aframe is the first mobile
platform that supports the development and deployment of
context-aware VSN applications. We have extensively eval-
uated S-Aframe through practical experiments on Android
devices, which showed that S-Aframe can performwell under
dynamically changing connectivity, and achieve good time
efficiency with low computation and communication over-
head. Furthermore, we have designed and implemented a
ridesharing mobile application based on S-Aframe to demon-
strate its practical feasibility for real-world VSNs.
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1 SEMANTIC SIMILARITY COMPUTING 

 

Figure 1. An example of ontology taxonomy 

 
For the semantic similarity computing method presented 
in Section 4.3-B, here we provide an example to explain 
Equation (6). Figure 1 shows some part of the taxonomy 
in the common ontology. First, the distance between two 
elements refers to how many steps it takes to reach from 
one element to another in an ontology. We can see that the 
element "Car" goes through four steps to reach the ele-
ment "Truck". The more steps between two elements, the 
larger the distance, and the lower the similarity. In this 
equation, we use the length difference of the two paths 
between the most specific common parent item and the 
two items (defined by k) and the path length between two 
items (defined by p) to define the distance. We can show 
that Sim(I1,I2) decreases when k and p increases as c is less 
than 1. Second, considering the depth of two elements in 
the ontology satisfies our intuitive understanding of on-
tology’s classification tree: the classification tree is a pro-
gressive refinement work; when tcwo classes are deeper 
in the classification tree, the relationship between them 
becomes closer, so that the distance is smaller and the 
similarity is accordingly higher. For example, the ele-
ments "Car" and "Minivan" are closer than the relation-
ship between the element "PassengerVehicle" and "Car-
goVehicle". Furthermore, two elements have a higher simi-
larity when they are closer to their most specific common 
parent in the taxonomy tree. Finally, if the direction of the 
path between two elements changes, the two elements 
must not belong to the same tree branch and their similar-
ity should be degraded by assigning a lower score. For 
example, the path direction between the element "Car" 
and "Minivan" changes, while the direction of the path 
between "Car" and "Vehicle" does not. We can show that 
the definition of Sim(I1,I2) satisfies all these features. 

We can see that the range for the semantic similarity is 
[0, 1]. When two items are irrelevant, there is no common 

parent, then depthcommon_ancestor is 0 and thus their 
similarity degree is 0. When two items are identical or 
synonym or equivalent to each other, we have k=p=d=0 
and depthcommon_ancestor = depthI1 = depthI2, thus the se-
mantic similarity is 1. Let c be 1/2, the similarity degree of 
car and minivan is 2*(1/2)(0+2+1)*3/(4+4)=3/32. 

2 SEMANTIC MATCHING 

For the Smart Ride application example presented in Section 

6, we reuse the ontology shown in Figure 1 for the vehicle 

ontology (Onto_Vehicle) and the WordNet ontology as the 

source of the common onology for items to be matched. An-

other domain ontology is the road structure ontology (On-

to_Road), a fragment of which is shown in Figure 2. 
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...
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Figure 2. Fragment of the road information ontology 

 

The context information such as the vehicle information, 

users’ personal information, and social information for 

rideshare is shown in the Figure 25.  
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Figure 3. Fragment of the rideshare application service 

 

Next, we exemplify the service request from Shirley. Figure 

4 shows a fragment of the rideshare requesting service car-

ried by a mobile agent from Shirley’s mobile phone. CSS 

infers that Pacific Center is an instance of Robson Street.  
 

Figure 4. Fragment of the service request 
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Figure 5. Fragment of the service from Victor 

Figure 5 shows a service fragment from service provider Victor. The 

attribute value “3” indicates that Victor has three seats available in his 

Limo. Thus CSS derives from the rule inference engine that Victor can 

provide the rideshare service. Furthermore, CSS infers that Limo is 

an instance of Sedan and his destination is an instance of Robson 

Street.  
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